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Introduction

Objectification involves treating someone (a subject) as a thing (an object). For
instance, treating a woman as a sexual object. ‘Treating’ someone in a particular way
can involve actions, speech, writing, images or ways of seeing. In this paper I will
discuss the relationship between the latter two, how images can lead to a way of seeing
that treats women as sexual objects. My focus will be on a particular way of seeing that
involves a viewer’s early visual processes.2 I will demonstrate that objectification can
occur in early vision, right where perceptual processes meet the world.
The specific type of image discussed in this paper, which is prevalent in the
mainstream media, presents a woman as having a blank or sexualised expression and
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This paper is based on my MPhil thesis, which I am very grateful to Rae Langton for supervising and
providing me with invaluable feedback and ideas. I am also grateful to Eric Mandelbaum, Oliver
Holdsworth, and three anonymous reviewers for their written comments.
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I will define ‘early visual processes’ as processes that occur in V1 (the primary visual cortex), early in
the feed-forward process (which involves projection from lower-level neurons in V1 to higher level
neurons). This includes the selection of visual content and other visual processing that is largely
automatic and modular. Edge detection is a paradigmatic example of an early visual process.
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emphasises her body at the expense of her subjectivity.3 Following Kathleen Stock, I
will call these ‘mind-insensitive images’ (Stock, p.296). I will argue that mindinsensitive images can have an effect on a viewer’s early visual processes, specifically
how their visual system is predisposed to select visual content. This is a new
contribution to accounts of sexual objectification, as it focuses on the uniquely visual
effects of these mind-insensitive images. Uniquely visual effects are significant, as the
functioning of the early visual system is largely automatic and subconscious – meaning
that mind-insensitive images could have an insidious effect on the parts of a viewer’s
visual system not under conscious control.
Most accounts of sexual objectification either sideline images or present them as
speech, missing these uniquely visual features.4 For instance, Catharine MacKinnon
(1983) and Rae Langton (2009) describe pornography as a speech-act.5 Since
pornography often takes the form of an image, Langton and MacKinnon consider these
pornographic images as speech.6 Examining visual pornography in a linguistic
framework has led to some productive insights, such as suggesting that pornography
can transmit messages, set standards and rank groups of people. However, as previously
mentioned, speech is one way of ‘treating’, while images are another. Images are not
linguistic representations; they are visual representations. Although insightful in some
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In this paper I will focus exclusively on images that treat women as sexual objects. However, my
account generalises to images that treat other groups in a way that denies their subjectivity, such as
racial minorities and people of other genders.
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Nussbaum (1995) does not spend much time on images, Papadaki (2010) does not mention images,
similarly for Haslanger (2012), Eaton (2017) and Langton (2009). Stock (2018) and Eaton (2012) are
exceptions to this.
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Mackinnon and Dworkin (1983), and Langton (2009) who follows their definition, define
pornography as sexually explicit material. Although the images I am speaking about have sexualised
content, they are not sexually explicit. They would not therefore be considered pornography by this
definition.
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Nussbaum (1995), Dworkin (1989) and Bartky (1990) also do not distinguish between visual and
linguistic representations.
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ways, using a linguistic lens neglects and obscures important effects that images can
have on a viewer in virtue of being visual representations.
One such important effect is the influence that repeated exposure to certain images
can have on a viewer’s early visual processing system. This effect will be the focus of
my paper. It is important to note that focusing on the visual features of an objectifying
image does not invalidate the significant insights provided by speech-act theory. Rather
than arguing against a speech-act based account, I am suggesting that the nature of
images as visual representations should be taken more seriously in accounts of sexual
objectification.
This paper is divided into three sections. In the first, I will narrow my focus to one
aspect of objectification: the denial of subjectivity. I will also describe how my account
can build on a previous account of objectification offered by Kathleen Stock. In the
second section, I will give a brief outline of ‘visual priors’, the early visual selection
mechanism which I claim is affected by mind-insensitive images. In the third, I will
consider how mind-insensitive images shape visual priors and argue that their effect is
important to consider for an account of sexual objectification. I will also explore the
pernicious epistemological and ethical consequences that this new form of objectifying
seeing entails, as well as its consequences for correcting objectification and moral
responsibility for objectification.

§1: How Can Images Deny Subjectivity?

Objectification can occur in many different ways. Nussbaum (1995, p.257) lists seven.
The way of objectifying relevant to my argument is the denial of subjectivity. I will take
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‘subject’ to mean human being, and ‘subjectivity’ to mean the expression of feelings,
emotions and other psychological or mind-involving traits.
In this section I will argue, following Stock (2018), that images can be ‘mindinsensitive’, and also outline how my account can build on Stock’s. This section will
set up the initial grounds for my central argument; that if mind-insensitive images are
viewed often enough and presented in certain contexts, they can cause viewers to see
in a way that denies the subjectivity of individuals that fall under the type depicted in
the image.7

§1.1: How can an Image be Mind-Insensitive?

According to Nussbaum (1995, p.257), denying subjectivity involves ‘the objectifier
treating a person as someone whose experience and feelings (if any) need not be taken
into account’, an example of which could be a manager staring at a woman’s breasts
during a job interview. The manager is neglecting the interviewee’s qualifications,
emotions and intelligence, instead seeing her as only a physically desirable body. This
denies or ignores her position as an interview candidate, and more broadly her position
as a minded subject.
As illustrated by this example, it is relatively clear how certain acts can deny
subjectivity. By contrast, the way that an image can lead to the denial of subjectivity is
more complicated. An image is not an action, so unlike the manager described above,
cannot deny subjectivity by itself. Rather, I am going to argue that a mind-insensitive
image has an influence in a circuitous way, through its perceptual effects on a viewer.
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For the purpose of this paper, I will assume that an image can depict a type (i.e. ‘women’) not just
tokens, I will also assume an experiential account of depiction, which explains depiction in terms of the
kind of experience an image causes in a viewer (Gombrich, 1960; Wollheim, 1987; Newall, 2011).
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These effects result in the viewer becoming more likely to see women in a way that
denies their subjectivity.
In order to have these effects, an image must first depict a woman in a way that
does not affirm her subjectivity or mind; it must be a ‘mind-insensitive image’ (Stock
2018, p.296). The two most important features of a mind-insensitive image are:

1. Limited facial expression: The woman is presented as having a blank,
expressionless face, or her facial expression is very limited, with the sole
purpose of being sexually provocative (Stock 2018).
2. Foregrounding of erogenous zones: The woman is posed in a sexualised way to
make breasts, crotch, and/or buttocks the focus. This also often acts to shift
focus away from their face or other more subject-associated features.8

An image that contains both 1 and 2 is a Calvin Klein advert from 2016:

Figure 1

8

Eaton (2012) speaks about the foregrounding of erogenous zones as characteristic of the female nude
in canonical art. These features are also often seen in contemporary advertisements.
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The image presents the woman depicted as having a blank expression, with her
erogenous zones foregrounded. Furthermore, the flesh-tones present in the image and
the way that the woman’s legs and arms are opened towards the camera emphasise its
sexual nature, drawing attention to the bodily, sensual features of the woman depicted,
and away from her mind. Through possessing these features, the image can be
considered a mind-insensitive image.
At this point, a sceptic may intervene and say that an image cannot depict a
person’s ‘mind’ or mental states. Resemblance theories of depiction claim that a
depiction resembles what it depicts, for instance through having the same occlusion
shape or outline shape (Hyman, 2006; Hopkins, 1998). Since a mind or mental state is
not something that has an occlusion or outline shape, the sceptic could claim that it
cannot be depicted. However, I would contend that the mental states themselves do not
need to be depicted, rather they can be suggested, or made salient, through a
combination of facial expressions and body language. Indeed, in real life, this is all we
have to go off – we do not ‘see’ mental states – yet we manage to determine mental
states fairly well. So, in images, as in real life, desires, thoughts, emotions and
intentions can be suggested to the viewer through the facial expressions and body
language of the person depicted. As a result, in what follows, I will adopt an experiential
account of depiction, which explains depiction in terms of the kind of experience an
image causes in a viewer (Gombrich, 1960; Wollheim, 1987; Newall, 2011). According
to this account, mind-insensitive images will cause a viewer to experience a blank or
sexual expression in the woman depicted and not be able to deduce much more about
the depicted woman’s mind. By contrast, in non-mind-insensitive images, the viewer
will experience the depicted woman as having a more complex mental state.
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To give a more concrete example, an image in which the mental states of the
woman depicted are salient is this photograph by Dorothea Lange:

Figure 2
The woman is smiling slightly, with a hand on her hip, and one of her legs on the
porch. Her expression conveys something like pride (perhaps that is her house in
the background? Or she is enjoying her photo being taken?) but with an undertone
of playfulness, quiet excitement and awareness that she is ‘posing’. Like the
Calvin Klein advert, this is also a low angle shot of a young woman, however, it
does not display features (1) or (2). In this photograph, the woman’s mind is
clearly on display – as an audience, we wonder what she is thinking about to make
her smile and place her hand on her hip proudly; we wonder who she is.

§1.2 Stock’s Mind-Insensitive Seeing-As
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Stock (2018, p.304) claims that repeated exposure to mind-insensitive images (such as
Figure 1) can cause a viewer to develop a way of seeing that is mind-insensitive. This
involves forming a perceptual gestalt of woman-as-body. The perceptual gestalt then
projects onto real women based on aspects pulled out of these images. It results in a
way of seeing women that simultaneously involves (a) attention towards bodily and
other physical characteristics and (b) attention away from minded features (Stock 2018,
p.302). She calls this mind-insensitive seeing-as.
Although Stock is arguing for a specifically visual effect, she remains vague about
the level of seeing at which mind-insensitive seeing-as occurs. The verb ‘seeing’ can
refer to many different levels in the process of vision: early visual processing, later
perceptual attention-allocation and even later post-perceptual evaluation and inference.
It is likely that her mind-insensitive seeing-as happens in the second or third stages,
since she refers to some fairly complex perceptions.9 Admittedly, it is not necessary to
specify exactly where in visual processing the objectifying gestalt takes hold for Stock’s
argument to succeed. All she needs to show is that mind-insensitive seeing-as happens
at some level of visual experience. In §3, I am going to propose a promising candidate
for a specific visual mechanism (biased visual priors) that constitutes this way of seeing
and specify where in visual processing objectification can occur.
Considering where in the visual process objectifying seeing occurs is epistemically
and ethically significant. If objectifying seeing happens very early in visual processes,
it is likely to be automatic and more difficult for a viewer to resist. Similarly, it would
throw into doubt the idea that objectification can be countered by looking at, and
neutrally seeing, a person as they really are. This is a significant insight for the
epistemology of perception, as it sets out a new way that bias can occur before
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Such as seeing women-as-animals and other metaphorical perceptions.
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perceptual knowledge is constructed, and is also significant for ethics, for instance in
evaluating the moral culpability of objectifiers.
In the rest of this paper, in line with Stock, I will argue that a mind-insensitive image
can cause its viewer to see individuals that belong to the type depicted in a way that
denies their subjectivity. I will suggest that this ‘way of seeing’ can occur at the level of
early visual processing, due to the ability of images to shape an individual’s visual
priors. I will also suggest the possible harms and implications for objectification
occurring in early vision, where visual processes meet the world.

§2: How do Visual Priors Shape Early Vision?

In this section, I will outline in more detail what is meant by visual priors and describe
how they can lead to visual bias. I will also examine some empirical data in favour of
visual priors and suggest that images (as oppose to objects) have more of an effect on
visual priors than is acknowledged in the philosophical literature.

§2.1 What are Visual Priors?

‘Visual priors’ are the name given to a selection mechanism that determines our earliest
visual content. I am going to argue that mind-insensitive images can make these visual
priors become biased to selecting in an objectifying way. I will call this purported
selection process ‘objectifying-input-selection’. However, in order to argue for this, the
way that visual priors ‘select’ content must be explained in more detail.
Visual priors are needed because the visual system is exposed to more information
than the brain can process. One way to solve this problem is for the visual system to
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maximise the extraction of information from a given input by drawing on previously
encoded information (Davenport and Potter 2004; Woodman et al. 2013).
Constructivist models of perception conceive of early visual processes as working
this way: extracting some distal stimuli from the series of possible distal stimuli based
on probabilistic predictions (Helmholtz 1867; Gregory 1970, 1980; Hochberg 1981).
Visual priors encode information about past visual experiences and make a prediction
that the regularities found in that sample can be projected onto the future (Gregory,
1970). They then select a distal stimulus based on these regularities. The selected distal
stimulus is what becomes visual content. The process of priors being shaped to select a
certain distal stimulus is called visual statistical learning.
This means that individuals with different experiences can end up with different
priors. So, based on the modifications to an individual’s visual priors by visual statistical
learning, they could at a later point look at the same thing, but have different visual
experiences. This is because their visual priors have adapted to pick out different things
as being the most likely distal stimulus, resulting in different visual content.
A benign example of this would be seeing, at a glance, a loaf of bread in a kitchen
as opposed to a brown, rectangular brutalist sculpture. It is far more efficient for the
visual system to assume at a glance that the brown, rectangular object is bread than to
suspend judgement or predict something else, as in most cases it will in fact be bread.
The way that perceptual priors are shaped by visual statistical learning is
considered to be evolutionarily advantageous. It involves the visual system working in
(what cognitive scientists would call) a normal way, using energy-efficient methods for
extracting information.
A consequence of this is that previous visual experience can determine what distal
stimuli visual priors will choose, and thereby determine early visual content. However,
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this seemingly benign feature of the visual system can have not-so-benign
consequences, as we will see in the next section.

§2.2 How Can Visual Priors Cause Perceptual Bias?

Munton connects the functioning of visual priors to perceptual bias. In a society that
has racial and gender injustices, viewers are likely to be exposed to visual statistical
regularities that occur as a result of these injustices. Munton suggests that this can result
in a viewer’s visual priors selecting a distal stimulus in line with these unjust statistical
regularities. She calls priors that select in this way ‘gerrymandered’ priors. These are
visual priors which depend on a manipulation of the viewers environment to be accurate
(Munton 2017, p.28).
An example of a person with gerrymandered priors could be a child who has only
ever been taken by her parents to manicured parks, where there are a lot of squirrels,
but no rats. So, when the child sees a furry, scuttling creature cross her path, her priors
are gerrymandered to select for ‘squirrel’ over ‘rat’. However, the accuracy of the prior
is contingent on a continuing manipulation (i.e. the child’s exposure to squirrels). It is
a localised regularity. This means it is liable to revert; most furry, scuttling animals are
not squirrels.
In this sense, the child’s visual prior is epistemically unsafe (Sosa 1999, p.142). It
only codes for a small-scale statistical regularity, which requires the parent’s
intervention (i.e. taking the child to manicured parks, not alleyways) to continue. The
child’s current visual priors would give rise to false perceptions in a wider environment.
Unjust statistical regularities in a society can be seen as functioning like the child’s
exposure to squirrels. They lead to individuals’ visual priors being ‘gerrymandered’
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towards the injustice. Since the gerrymandered priors select for past statistical
regularities, this means that a person is less able to perceive novel information (like the
child being less able to perceive rats), making them less perceptually skilled. This
inability to perceive novel information would perpetuate, in a specifically visual way,
the injustices of the society

§2.3: Empirical Data in favour of Visual Priors

Results consistent with the biased selection of visual priors have been demonstrated by
Correll et. al (2007). When instructed to shoot a human target only when the target is
armed, participants were much more likely to shoot when confronted with the image of
a black man than a white man (Correll et al., 2007, 2015). They were therefore much
more likely to see an ambiguous object in the hand of a black man as a gun (i.e. the
man being armed).
These results could be interpreted to show that the participants’ visual priors were
gerrymandered to select ‘black man’ as a likely combination with ‘gun’, after
perceiving an unjust statistical regularity between black men and guns.
When speaking about what would constitute this visual regularity, Munton often
focuses on the perception of objects. She uses an analogy with learning to identify
seedlings:

The novice gardener has to inspect each plant sprout carefully to distinguish weed
from seedling where the expert gardener has no such difficulty […] These effects
rely in part on the direction of attention, but also on changes to lower level
perceptual processing the visual system is capable of changing in response to
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previous tasks and encounters. […] what information is extracted from a particular
scene depends on the system’s prior encounters (Munton forthcoming, p.5)

However, if the main influence on visual priors is seen to be ‘the systems prior
encounters’, this complicates the aforementioned interpretation of Correll’s study. The
participants in the study were students, many of whom are unlikely to have ever seen a
black man with a gun, and some of whom may have never seen a gun at all. Therefore,
most of the students would have been unlikely to have encoded a statistical regularity
between the two based on their perception of real-world objects.
The most obvious expansion would be to include images. In the media black people
are frequently depicted as violent or as victims of poverty, both of which are closely
linked to gun crime.10 There are also frequent depictions of black men holding guns in
posters, in films and on television. As images are likely to have made up the majority
of the student’s perceptual encounters with black men holding guns, they are likely to
be the main source of the encoded statistical regularities that give rise to the perceptions
demonstrated by Correll.
However, although images are seen to be a likely candidate to account for these
perceptions, it remains to be shown whether images can in fact influence a viewer’s
perception of objects in this way. In the next section I will argue in favour of this claim.
I will also extend Munton’s analysis of racial bias to objectification, to argue for the
main thesis of this paper.

§3 Visual Priors and Mind-Insensitive Images
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Based on data collected from a sample of local Chicago TV news between 1993 and 1994, news
stories related to crime involving black people were also four times more likely to include mug shots
than news stories related to crime involving white people (Entman & Rojecki, 2000).
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Munton’s work on visual bias, alongside the work in perceptual bias more generally,
has focused on racial bias (Siegel 2017; Gendler 2011). In this section I will attempt to
extend some of these findings to apply to objectification. This will build on Munton’s
account in two ways: by examining objectification as a form of visual bias, and by
examining the role that images as opposed to objects play in causing this bias. It will
also build on Stock’s account of mind-insensitive seeing-as by specifying a type of
objectifying seeing that occurs at the level of early visual processing.
An important class of disproportionate media images are mind-insensitive images.
In terms of the particular visual features of these images, I will focus specifically on
one pairing: a female face with a blank or sexualised expression (Figure 1).11 If visual
priors can be demonstrated to encode for these mind-insensitive images, this could
constitute a bias in early visual processes, and would mean that objectifying-input
selection could occur.
There are some features of mind-insensitive images that make it initially plausible
that they would be able to cause objectifying-input-selection. Firstly, all images of
people are concrete, distorted representations. They are concrete because they present
a single, stationary depiction of a subject. They are distorted because they are always
selective in what they portray about a subject. This ‘selection’ is extreme in the case of
mind-insensitive images, as they only show women as having blank or sexualised
expressions, while women really have many facial expressions. Therefore, mindinsensitive images expose an individual’s visual system to a biased view of women,
setting up the possibility of objectifying-input-selection.
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There are other interesting features of images that I have left out, such as the context in which the
image portrays the subject/object, its size and brightness, and the mood the image evokes, all of which
will probably have some impact on what I am speaking about here. However, that is a topic for another
paper.
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Secondly, mind-insensitive images are plausible candidates for having an impact
on visual statistical learning. The average London commuter is likely to be exposed to
3500 advertisements in a day (Story 2007). A significant proportion of these feature
human models, and there is a strong correlation between female models and sexualised
content.12 Visual statistical learning is determined by the cumulative effect of perceived
regularities. If a significant regularity between the depiction of women and sexualised
content is perceived often enough, then it is likely that this regularity will be visually
‘learnt’.
The fact that mind-insensitive images are a selective, sexualised portrayal of
women, and so prevalent, offers some initial plausibility to the claim that such images
can cause objectifying-input-selection. Also, visual priors operate on the level of
‘types’, not ‘tokens’: exposure to the individual stimulus object (e.g. a depiction of an
individual woman) affects how further perceived individuals of that type (i.e. women
in general) are processed by perception. This gives further initial support to the claim
that viewing advertising images can result in acquiring priors that are relevant to the
type ‘women’.
However, to make a stronger case for this claim, our perception of images must be
shown to be able to shape our perception of real people. Also, facial expressions and
gender must be shown to be processed at the level of early visual processing. I will
argue for these two statements in the next two subsections.

§3.1 Can Priors from Images Affect our Perception of Objects?
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Plakoyiannaki et al. (2008) collected data on female role stereotypes in online advertising. They took
a sample of online adverts and classified them into eight different categories, some of which were
gender-biased and others neutral. The two most frequent categories were women concerned with
physical attractiveness and women as sex objects.
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Recently, the convention in cognitive science studies to use images of objects as a
substitute for objects themselves has been criticised. This is because recent empirical
evidence has demonstrated that we have a richer visual experience looking at real
objects than we have looking at images, like having different depth cues and other small
effects that differentiate a 2D object from a 3D object (Dosso and Kingstone 2018).
However, there are also some important similarities between how we see images
of objects and how we see objects themselves. The surface properties of images of
objects are processed in a similar way to the surface properties of objects. Surface
properties are things like colour and shape which are likely to be important in
generating priors for the gender or facial expression of an individual. There is empirical
evidence that the ventral stream (responsible for categorising objects through surface
properties) is activated when both objects and images of objects are displayed (GrillSpector et al. 2001). Processes in the ventral stream include processes in V1 and in
other parts of the visual cortex. Since these parts of the visual cortex are relevant for
acquiring priors, the fact that these areas are activated when viewers are exposed to
both images and objects suggests that visual priors for surface properties can be
acquired from viewing both images and objects.
Given these similarities in neural processing, our early visual processes are
unlikely to distinguish between an object and an image when acquiring visual priors for
surface properties. This is supported by the fact that, in practice, images serve important
didactic purposes during early development. Children are often introduced to the visual
appearances of unencountered objects through the images in picture books; they are
taught to recognise objects through images. Overall, this suggests that while our early
visual processing of depictions is not identical to the early visual processing of objects
themselves, it is sufficiently similar in the relevant ways to acquire visual priors for
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surface properties. This supports the claim that objectifying-input selection based on
objectifying images of women, can be extended to real-life women.

§3.2: Can Priors Select for Gender and Facial Expressions?

For objectifying-input-selection to occur, gender and facial expressions must be shown
to be content that is categorised at the level of early visual processing. However, making
any claim about perceptual content is risky; it is a contested subject. While it is
uncontroversial that simple, low-level properties like colour, shape, orientation and
depth are processed at an early level, it is controversial whether other more complex
properties are. Despite this controversy, recent evidence has given strong reason to
believe that more complex properties called ‘basic-level concepts’, which includes the
recognition of gender, are processed at this early level.
Basic level concepts are concepts like ‘flower’, ‘dog’, ‘tree’, ‘gun’, ‘man’ or
‘woman’. These basic level concepts were confirmed experimentally by Rosch (1976).
She demonstrated that when shown an image of an Alsatian, a person is far more likely
to categorise the image as a ‘dog’ (basic level) than as an ‘Alsatian’ (more specific) or
an ‘animal’ (less specific). Their availability for quick and natural categorisation is
what makes these concepts basic-level.
There is empirical evidence for these basic-level concepts being processed at an
early visual level. According to recent studies, visual categorisation of basic concepts
can occur after an exposure of only 13ms (Potter et al. 2014; Keysers 2001). Only early
visual processes function on such a short timeframe, so these studies provide evidence
that the categorisation of basic-level concepts can happen during early visual
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processing (Mandelbaum 2017, p.14). As previously mentioned, early visual
processing is the level at which visual priors select information.

Since the

categorisation of basic-level concepts can be processed at this early visual level, and
‘woman’ is a basic-level concept, ‘woman’ is something for which visual priors select.
Determining the level at which facial expressions are processed is more difficult.
However, the perception adaptation effects observed by Butler (2008) support the idea
that facial expressions are processed at an early visual level. Perceptual adaptation
effects occur in V1 (Blake et al. 2006), so if facial expressions can be shown to be
subject to perceptual adaptation effects, it would entail that they are processed on this
level too.
Butler (2008) demonstrates that when one stares at a face expressing anger for a
minute or so, and then looks at an ambiguous face, the ambiguous face appears angry.
There is evidence that this perceptual adaptation effect is not due to the low-level
colour-shape properties of the face, but rather that the adaptation occurs relative to the
more complex property of the facial expression. For instance, the effect persists across
variation in low-level properties, as long as the facial expression is kept constant and
faces that are inverted show a less significant adaptation effect than those that are
upright (Butler et al. 2008). Arguably, this is evidence for a prima facie case that we
have visual representations for facial expressions (Block, 2014), not just for the lowlevel properties that make up such expressions. Having visual representations for facial
expressions suggests that the perceptual adaptation is based on directly perceiving the
expression of ‘anger’ or ‘fear’. Since adaptive effects have been shown to occur in early
vision (Blake et al. 2006), and facial expressions (not just the low-level properties that
comprise them) are subject to adaptation effects, this leaves an early visual level as the
most plausible candidate for where facial expressions are processed.
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Together, these findings suggest that facial expression and gender are processed in
the early stages of visual categorisation. Therefore, both facial expressions and gender
are types of content for which perceptual priors can encode statistical regularities.
As a result of this, if our environment demonstrates significant visual statistical
regularity between female faces and blank or sexualised expressions, this could
gerrymander visual priors towards selecting for visual content that shows female faces
as blank or sexualised. This could then transfer from images of female faces to the faces
of real women. The cases where this transfer is most likely is when a real woman has a
facial expression that is ambiguous13 – perhaps close to being blank (or sexualised),
without actually being blank (or sexualised). In this sort of case, it is possible that a
viewer with visual priors that strongly select for blank expressions will see the woman
as having a blank expression, while a viewer who does not have these priors would not.
In an individual instance, selecting for these expressions when confronted by a person
who is not expressing them is epistemically and morally pernicious; it would involve
attributing to that person mental states that they do not have.
There are differences between the two attributions I have focused on in this paper,
namely, attributing a blank expression and a sexualised expression. Firstly, a blank
expression displayed by an individual is usually interpreted by a viewer as the lack of
a mental state in that individual. So, in usual circumstances, a viewer falsely attributing
a blank expression to an individual wrongly suggests that the individual is lacking in
mental states, and thereby denies that individual’s subjectivity. By contrast, a
sexualised expression, on its own, is not indicative of a lack of mental state. However,
selecting disproportionately for sexualised expressions in women is an instance of the
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Another possibility that would make priors more likely to come into play is if viewing conditions are
not ideal – e.g. if the woman’s face is poorly lit, or partially occluded.
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tendency to see ‘women-as-bodies’ described by Stock (2017, p.298). This tendency
over-emphasises the bodies of women (in this case, their sexual desirability) and underemphasises their minds, leading to an insufficient attribution of subjectivity. Therefore,
an individual’s visual system selecting for a blank or sexualised expression, when the
individual is not expressing this, would be an objectifying way of seeing.
In terms of my overall project, the empirical material examined in this section gives
support to the claim that perceptual priors are gerrymandered by their exposure to mindinsensitive images. Based on current empirical research, it is possible that priors in the
early visual system select disproportionately for blank or sexualised facial expressions
in real women, due to the way that facial expressions and basic categories are visually
processed. As a result, objectification could occur at some of the earliest levels of visual
processing, (i.e. the selection of visual content) right where the visual system meets the
world. In the next section, I will discuss the epistemic and ethical consequences of this
startling claim.

§3.3: Epistemic and Ethical Consequences

The upshot of considering the visual effects of mind-insensitive images is that such
images (if seen often enough) could affect the selection processes of our early visual
system. This is a significant contribution to the literature on objectification, as it gives
some empirical support to the idea of objectifying seeing. It also specifies the level at
which objectifying seeing could occur. In this way, objectifying-input selection builds
on Stock’s account of mind-insensitive seeing-as. It can also make clearer how the
objectifying seeing caused by images can have bad epistemic and moral consequences.
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However, before going into these consequences, it is important to pay more
attention to the notion of causality I am using. I have postulated ‘objectifying-inputselection’ as a causal mechanism for the relationship between (A) and (B). However,
note that mind-insensitive images (A) do not by necessity cause a way of seeing that is
objectifying (B). Rather, they make an objectifying way of seeing more likely, through
objectifying-input-selection, so (A) causes (B) in a defeasible, non-necessary way.
However, even under this probabilistic sense of causation, objectifying-input selection
can be morally and epistemically pernicious for the viewer, and objectifying imagemaking is a morally questionable practice to be engaged in.
Objectifying-input selection is epistemically pernicious because it is likely to lead
to misperceptions. It involves selection of visual content based on objectifying images
of women in the mainstream media, which do not track the expressions or
phenomenological features of real women. As in the case of the child who sees all furry,
scuttling animals as squirrels, the viewers of the media images have had their priors
gerrymandered. The expressions and dominant presentation of women in mainstream
media images are accurate only for these images; they encode a limited statistical
regularity that is only true within the domain of media images. In other domains the
statistical regularity does not hold. So, if objectifying-input-selection is transferred onto
the faces of real women, as evidence suggests it can be, it can lead to false perceptions.
A tendency to see a group as lacking in subjectivity is also morally harmful, both
for individuals in the objectified group and for the objectifiers themselves. I will
examine these two perspectives in turn.
Firstly, seeing an individual in a particular group as having a blank expression
means also a tendency to see them in a way that does not attend to their personhood.
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People have a moral interest in having their personhood attended to, so not doing this
can constitute a harm.
Women (considered as a group) having a good standing in society is something
that has to be established, upheld, maintained and vindicated by society (Waldron 2012,
p.60). A group’s social status would clearly be threatened by a tendency for other
individuals to deny their subjectivity and personhood. If my argument is correct, this
can occur in a specifically visual way; if women’s faces are indeed seen as sexualised
or blank when they are in fact expressing different emotions, it would involve not
upholding, maintaining or vindicating their good social standing, through not affirming
their subjectivity. Furthermore, in addition to a tendency to misperceive women’s facial
expressions, women having a compromised social standing in society could have
implications for their treatment by individuals in that society.
However, even if an objectifying way of seeing is not acted on, it could still be
morally harmful to the objectifier themselves. Iris Murdoch gives the famous example
of a mother seeing her daughter-in-law as flippant and in need of improvement.
Internally, the mother-in-law is critical of every word and movement her daughter-inlaw makes and sees her actions as expressing frivolity and loose morals. However, she
is perfect in her outward demeanour towards the daughter-in-law, never saying
anything dismissive or rude. Murdoch (2001) considers this way of seeing as stunting
the mother-in-law’s moral development, as it prevents her from seeing the positive
aspects of her daughter-in-law. The mother-in-law can be faulted on both epistemic and
moral grounds; she is missing out on knowledge about her daughter-in-law’s attributes,
and she is not respecting her as a human being. In order to grow morally the mother
should reflect on her own prejudice and attend to or ‘observe’ her daughter-in-law
differently, ‘until gradually her vision […] alters’ in a positive way (Murdoch 2001,
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p.17). Moral improvement is considered by Murdoch to be a change in the mother-inlaw’s way of seeing or a cultivation of a form of attention that is virtuous. Therefore,
having a biased way of seeing, or something that prevented her changing her way of
seeing, would impede the mother-in-law’s moral improvement.
Objectifying-input-selection could be a hindrance to a viewer changing their way
of seeing women. In the case of objectifying-input-selection, a viewer’s visual system
is gerrymandered in a way that leans towards objectifying seeing, specifically, seeing
women’s faces as either blank or sexualised. This makes acquiring virtuous attention
(which is required for moral development) likely to be much more difficult. Therefore,
aside from being disadvantageous to the person who is seen in an objectifying way,
objectifying-input-selection could stunt the moral development of the viewer by
preventing them from cultivating virtuous attention towards women.
Paying attention to objectifying-input selection touches on the specific role images
can play in a process of objectification. It demonstrates that they can lead to a way of
seeing that is pernicious in both moral and epistemic terms, while also acknowledging
the specifically visual features of these images.
My view also has implications for the possibility of correcting objectification and
for an individual’s responsibility for objectification.14 The implication for correction is
that the only feasible means of correcting objectifying-input-selection is a reduction in
the number of mind-insensitive images on display. If I am right in postulating this link
between mind-insensitive images and objectifying-input-selection, there is not much a

14

These implications about correction and responsibility are only relevant to the form of objectification
that I am discussing (i.e. objectifying-input selection). Objectification can occur in many ways and
through many vectors, such via cognitive processing. These different forms of objectification will have
different implications about correction and responsibility. For instance, objectification that is more on
the cognitive side will (most likely) have greater scope for correction and attribute greater moral
responsibility or blameworthiness to the objectifier. I take no position on whether the implications for
correction and responsibility given by objectifying-input selection affect those same implications for
other forms of objectification.
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viewer can do to prevent visual-statistical learning from occurring or consciously
reverse their objectifying seeing. If objectification occurs at the level of early visual
processes, then just as viewer cannot ‘see’ the lines in the Muller-Lyer illusion as the
same length, they also cannot ‘see’ in a way that is not objectifying, due to the
modularity of early visual processes.
This leads on to the second implication: that a viewer is not morally blameworthy
for the form of objectification I’ve been discussing. This is partially due to the fact that
the content one’s perceptual priors selects is not under conscious control. Similarly,
viewers of objectifying media images, in most cases, do not produce these images
themselves. Rather, it is corporations and advertising agencies that produce them.
However, ascribing moral blame to corporations and advertising agencies for producing
the images is perhaps simplistic, as they claim to produce images based on popular
demand, which seemingly brings blame back to the viewers.
Due to the difficulty in ascribing moral blame, and the number of actors involved
(corporations, photographers, advertising executives, viewers etc.), I will tentatively
suggest that the best framework in which to examine responsibility for objectifyinginput-selection is that of structural injustice, which abandons the notion of blame
altogether. Structural injustices involve a dispersed set of individuals, who contribute
to structural processes that end up giving rise to harms to other individuals (Young
2012). In this case, the ‘structural processes’ would be the production of mindinsensitive images, the contributors would be corporations, photographers, advertising
executives, viewers etc., and the ‘harm’ would be the objectifying way of seeing women
(i.e. objectifying input selection) caused by mind-insensitive images.
Despite not being blameworthy, individuals who are contributors to the processes
that give rise to mind-insensitive images could have a political responsibility to rectify
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the harms that occur. For instance, viewers of mind-insensitive images could have a
political responsibility (Young 2012) to organise to stop corporations from producing
or displaying the images, in order to prevent the pejorative influence these images have
on how women are seen. This would not be a form of responsibility that ascribes blame
to an individual viewer, but rather one that involves the responsibility to rectify a
scenario that causes harm, in which the individual viewer is a participant (Young,
2012). However, these final statements are only meant as tentative suggestions examining the relationship between objectification and structural injustice is a subject
for another paper.

§4: Conclusion
The ability of mind-insensitive images to have an effect at the level of early visual
processing demonstrates the significance of considering such images as visual
representations, in addition to considering them as speech.
Previous literature on objectification has not considered empirical work on
perception, despite the fact that objectification is almost always perceptually mediated.
This paper has been an attempt to extend the findings of empirical work on racially
biased perceptions to objectifying perceptions. The significance of this empirical work
is to suggest that objectification can occur at the level of early visual processing.
Acknowledging the uniquely visual influences of mind-insensitive images and the
significance of objectifying-input-selection brings new moral and epistemic
consequences to the concept of objectification. This paper has explored these
consequences, namely that objectifying-input selection can cause misperceptions,
threaten the status of women in society and stunt moral development in viewers. Lastly,
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the paper examined the implications that objectifying-input-selection has for correcting
objectification and for responsibility for objectification.
My aim overall was to argue for a previously unconsidered influence that
objectifying images can have when they are considered as visual representations. This
influence is the ability of mind-insensitive images to cause women to be seen as lacking
in subjectivity by affecting the early visual processing of viewers. This paper
contributes a new angle from which objectification can be investigated, by highlighting
the role of early visual processes; it shows how early visual biases can cause
objectification right where our perceptual processes meet the world, and also
demonstrates the epistemic and moral consequences of this new form of objectification.
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